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In the past decade there has been an intense growth in the number of
library publishing services supporting faculty and students. Unified by a
commitment to both access and service, library publishing programs
have grown from an early focus on backlist digitization to encompass
publication of student works, textbooks, research data, as well as books
and journals. This growing engagement with publishing is a natural
extensions of the academic library's commitment to support the creation
of and access to scholarship.
Identifying and Managing Project Risk - Tom Kendrick 2009-02-27
Winner of the Project Management Institute’s David I. Cleland Project
Management Literature Award 2010 It’s no wonder that project
managers spend so much time focusing their attention on risk
identification. Important projects tend to be time constrained, pose huge
technical challenges, and suffer from a lack of adequate resources.
Identifying and Managing Project Risk, now updated and consistent with
the very latest Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)®
Guide, takes readers through every phase of a project, showing them
how to consider the possible risks involved at every point in the process.
Drawing on real-world situations and hundreds of examples, the book
outlines proven methods, demonstrating key ideas for project risk
planning and showing how to use high-level risk assessment tools.
Analyzing aspects such as available resources, project scope, and
scheduling, this new edition also explores the growing area of Enterprise
Risk Management. Comprehensive and completely up-to-date, this book
helps readers determine risk factors thoroughly and decisively...before a
project gets derailed.
Ruby for Rails - David A. Black 2006
Provides information on creating Web-based applications using Ruby.
An Integrated Wetland Assessment Toolkit - Oliver SpringateBaginski 2009

Discovering Statistics Using R - Andy Field 2012-03-07
Lecturers - request an e-inspection copy of this text or contact your local
SAGE representative to discuss your course needs. Watch Andy Field's
introductory video to Discovering Statistics Using R Keeping the
uniquely humorous and self-deprecating style that has made students
across the world fall in love with Andy Field's books, Discovering
Statistics Using R takes students on a journey of statistical discovery
using R, a free, flexible and dynamically changing software tool for data
analysis that is becoming increasingly popular across the social and
behavioural sciences throughout the world. The journey begins by
explaining basic statistical and research concepts before a guided tour of
the R software environment. Next you discover the importance of
exploring and graphing data, before moving onto statistical tests that are
the foundations of the rest of the book (for example correlation and
regression). You will then stride confidently into intermediate level
analyses such as ANOVA, before ending your journey with advanced
techniques such as MANOVA and multilevel models. Although there is
enough theory to help you gain the necessary conceptual understanding
of what you're doing, the emphasis is on applying what you learn to
playful and real-world examples that should make the experience more
fun than you might expect. Like its sister textbooks, Discovering
Statistics Using R is written in an irreverent style and follows the same
ground-breaking structure and pedagogical approach. The core material
is augmented by a cast of characters to help the reader on their way,
together with hundreds of examples, self-assessment tests to consolidate
knowledge, and additional website material for those wanting to learn
more. Given this book's accessibility, fun spirit, and use of bizarre realworld research it should be essential for anyone wanting to learn about
statistics using the freely-available R software.
Confessions of an IT Manager - Phil Factor 2009
Phil Factor is a legend in his own runtime. Scurrilous, absurd,
confessional and scathing by turns, Confessions of an IT Manager targets
the idiocy, incompetence and overreach of the IT management industry
from vantage point all the way up and down the greasy pole. Phil Factor
(real name witheld to protest the guilty) has over 20 years experience in
the IT industry, specializing in database-intensive applications. For
withering insight into the human weaknesses and farcical levels of
ineptitude that bring IT projects to their knees, plus occasional escapes
into burnished pastiche and cock-a-leg doggerel there is no funnier, more
illuminating commentary on the IT crowd.
IText in Action - Bruno Lowagie 2007
Developers looking to enhance Web and other applications with dynamic
PDF document generation and/or manipulation will find this book unique
in content and readability.
Commercial Buildings Characteristics - 1991

Night Noise Guidelines for Europe - World Health Organization.
Regional Office for Europe 2009
The WHO Regional Office for Europe set up a working group of experts
to provide scientific advice to the Member States for the development of
future legislation and policy action in the area of assessment and control
of night noise exposure. The working group reviewed available scientific
evidence on the health effects of night noise, and derived health-based
guideline values. In December 2006, the working group and stakeholders
from industry, government and nongovernmental organizations reviewed
and reached general agreement on the guideline values and key texts for
the final document of the "Night noise guidelines for Europe".
Considering the scientific evidence on the thresholds of night noise
exposure indicated by "Lnight,outside" [L suffix night,outside] as defined
in the Environmental Noise Directive (2002/49/EC), an Lnight, outside of
40 dB should be the target of the night noise guideline (NNG) to protect
the public, including the most vulnerable groups such as children, the
chronically ill and the elderly. "Lnight,outside" value of 55 dB is
recommended as an interim target for the countries where the NNG
cannot be achieved in the short term for various reasons, and where
policy-makers choose to adopt a stepwise approach. These guidelines are
applicable to the Member States of the European Region, and may be
considered as an extension to, as well as an update of, the previous WHO
"Guidelines for community noise" (1999). [Ed.]
"Ausgeführte Bauten" of 1911 - Frank Lloyd Wright 1982-01-01
207 rare photos of Oak Park period, first great buildings: Unity Temple,
Dana house, Larkin factory, more. Complete photos of Wasmuth edition.
New Introduction.
Multimedia - Tay Vaughan 1996
Thoroughly updated for newnbsp;breakthroughs in multimedia nbsp; The
internationally bestselling Multimedia: Making it Work has been fully
revised and expanded to cover the latest technological advances in

Safe Abortion - Organisation mondiale de la santé 2003-05-13
At a UN General Assembly Special Session in 1999, governments
recognised unsafe abortion as a major public health concern, and
pledged their commitment to reduce the need for abortion through
expanded and improved family planning services, as well as ensure
abortion services should be safe and accessible. This technical and policy
guidance provides a comprehensive overview of the many actions that
can be taken in health systems to ensure that women have access to
good quality abortion services as allowed by law.
Word 2007 - Chris Grover 2007
Updated to incorporate the latest features, tools, and functions of the
new version of the popular word processing software, a detailed manual
explains all the basics, as well as how to create sophisticated page
layouts, insert forms and tables, use graphics, and create book-length
documents with outlines and Master Documents. Original. (All Users)
Digital Humanities in the Library - Arianne Hartsell-Gundy 2015-04
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multimedia. You will learn to plan and manage multimedia projects, from
dynamic CD-ROMs and DVDs to professional websites. Each chapter
includes step-by-step instructions, full-color illustrations and
screenshots, self-quizzes, and hands-on projects. nbsp;
OpenOffice.org Macros Explained - Andrew Douglas Pitonyak 2004
This book provides an introduction to the creation and management of
macros in OpenOffice. Numerous examples and explanations
demonstrate proper techniques and discuss known problems and
solutions. The underlying data structure is discussed and techniques are
introduced to evaluate OpenOffice objects, facilitating the use of
returned objects in the absence of sufficient documentation.
Learning MySQL - Saied M.M. Tahaghoghi 2007-11-28
Presents instructions on using MySQL, covering such topics as
installation, querying, user management, security, and backups and
recovery.
The World Is Flat [Further Updated and Expanded; Release 3.0] Thomas L. Friedman 2007-08-07
This new edition of Friedman's landmark book explains the flattening of
the world better than ever- and takes a new measure of the effects of this
change on each of us.
Designing for Earthquakes - Federal Emergency Management Agency
2006-12
This full color manual is intended to explain the principles of seismic
design for those without a technical background in engineering and
seismology. The primary intended audience is that of architects, and
includes practicing architects, architectural students and faculty in
architectural schools who teach structures and seismic design. For this
reason the text and graphics are focused on those aspects of seismic
design that are important for the architect to know.
A Handbook of Theories on Designing Alignment Between People and the
Office Environment - Rianne Appel-Meulenbroek 2021-06-16
Although workplace design and management are gaining more and more
attention from modern organizations, workplace research is still very
fragmented and spread across multiple disciplines in academia. There
are several books on the market related to workplaces, facility
management (FM), and corporate real estate management (CREM)
disciplines, but few open up a theoretical and practical discussion across
multiple theories from different fields of studies. Therefore, workplace
researchers are not aware of all the angles from which workplace
management and effects of workplace design on employees has been or
could be studied. A lot of knowledge is lost between disciplines, and
sadly, many insights do not reach workplace managers in practice.
Therefore, this new book series is started by associate professor Rianne
Appel-Meulenbroek (Eindhoven University of Technology, the
Netherlands) and postdoc researcher Vitalija Danivska (Aalto University,
Finland) as editors, published by Routledge. It is titled ‘Transdisciplinary
Workplace Research and Management’ because it bundles important
research insights from different disciplinary fields and shows its
relevance for both academic workplace research and workplace
management in practice. The books will address the complexity of the
transdisciplinary angle necessary to solve ongoing workplace-related
issues in practice, such as knowledge worker productivity, office use, and
more strategic workplace management. In addition, the editors work
towards further collaboration and integration of the necessary disciplines
for further development of the workplace field in research and in
practice. This book series is relevant for workplace experts both in
academia and industry. This first book in the series focuses on the
employee as a user of the work environment. The 21 theories discussed
and applied to workplace design in this book address people’s ability to
do their job and thrive in relation to the office workplace. Some focus
more on explaining why people behave the way they do (the psychosocial
environment), while others take the physical and/or digital workplace
quality as a starting point to explain employee outcomes such as health,
satisfaction, and performance. They all explain different aspects for
achieving employee-workplace alignment (EWA) and thereby ensuring
employee thriving. The final chapter describes a first step towards
integrating these theories into an overall interdisciplinary framework for
eventually developing a grand EWA theory. The Open Access version of
this book, available at
http://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/e/9781003128830, has been made
available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No
Derivatives 4.0 license.
Understanding Organizational Culture - Mats Alvesson 2002-03-29
The concept of culture is a key issue within management and
organization studies. Understanding Organizational Culture provides a
openoffice-impress-la-pra-c-sentation-pour-tous-i

useful and comprehensive guide to understanding organizational culture,
from a range of angles, contexts and sectors. The book answers
questions of definition, explores alternative perspectives, and expands on
substantive issues (such as leadership and change), before discussing
key issues of research and providing a new framework for this topic.
Mats Alvesson synthesizes for students the advances in the field of
organizational culture, drawing upon the range of relevant literature
within Organization Studies. The author also uses examples to develop
and illustrate ideas on how cultural
Handbook of Technical Writing - Charles T. Brusaw 1997-08-15
New to this edition: Up-to-date information on on-line research and
computer resources. A unique four-way access system enables users of
the Handbook of Technical Writing to find what they need quickly and
get on with the job of writing: 1. The hundreds of entries in the body of
the Handbook are alphabetically arranged, so you can flip right to the
topic at hand. Words and phrases in bold type provide cross-references
to related entries. 2. The topical key groups alphabetical entries and
page numbers under broader topic categories. This topical table of
contents allows you to check broader subject areas for the specific topic
you need. 3. The checklist of the writing process summarizes the opening
essay on "Five Steps to Successful Writing" in checklist form with page
references to related topics, making it easy to use the Handbook as a
writing text. 4. The comprehensive index provides an exhaustive listing
of related and commonly confused topics, so you can easily locate
information even when you don't know the exact term you're looking for.
The Future of the Internet--And How to Stop It - Jonathan Zittrain
2008-10-01
This extraordinary book explains the engine that has catapulted the
Internet from backwater to ubiquity—and reveals that it is sputtering
precisely because of its runaway success. With the unwitting help of its
users, the generative Internet is on a path to a lockdown, ending its cycle
of innovation—and facilitating unsettling new kinds of control. IPods,
iPhones, Xboxes, and TiVos represent the first wave of Internet-centered
products that can't be easily modified by anyone except their vendors or
selected partners. These “tethered appliances” have already been used in
remarkable but little-known ways: car GPS systems have been
reconfigured at the demand of law enforcement to eavesdrop on the
occupants at all times, and digital video recorders have been ordered to
self-destruct thanks to a lawsuit against the manufacturer thousands of
miles away. New Web 2.0 platforms like Google mash-ups and Facebook
are rightly touted—but their applications can be similarly monitored and
eliminated from a central source. As tethered appliances and
applications eclipse the PC, the very nature of the Internet—its
“generativity,” or innovative character—is at risk. The Internet's current
trajectory is one of lost opportunity. Its salvation, Zittrain argues, lies in
the hands of its millions of users. Drawing on generative technologies
like Wikipedia that have so far survived their own successes, this book
shows how to develop new technologies and social structures that allow
users to work creatively and collaboratively, participate in solutions, and
become true “netizens.”
Introductory Statistics with R - Peter Dalgaard 2008-06-27
This book provides an elementary-level introduction to R, targeting both
non-statistician scientists in various fields and students of statistics. The
main mode of presentation is via code examples with liberal commenting
of the code and the output, from the computational as well as the
statistical viewpoint. Brief sections introduce the statistical methods
before they are used. A supplementary R package can be downloaded
and contains the data sets. All examples are directly runnable and all
graphics in the text are generated from the examples. The statistical
methodology covered includes statistical standard distributions, one- and
two-sample tests with continuous data, regression analysis, one-and twoway analysis of variance, regression analysis, analysis of tabular data,
and sample size calculations. In addition, the last four chapters contain
introductions to multiple linear regression analysis, linear models in
general, logistic regression, and survival analysis.
The Radical Innovation Playbook - Olga Kokshagina 2020-10-12
The Radical Innovation Playbook is a practical guide that helps
innovators and entrepreneurs to harness new, extreme ideas despite
complex business barriers along the way. Designed to be easy-to-use The
Radical Innovation Playbook provides insight, practical solutions and
reusable canvasses to help innovation managers, CEOs, Chief Innovators
and directors of innovation labs to develop breakthrough ideas. In this
playbook you will learn how to: Make vital decisions about how to plan
and share your radical ideas Collect and analyse information to influence
and convince others Engage with peers and stakeholders about your
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innovation project Challenge established company norms and business
models Discover, explore and secure investment Gain confidence and
skills for a successful launch Reach new markets and commercial
channels Build a structure within an organisation that enables innovation
to grow Inspire and support future generations to make an impact and
achieve success Read The Radical Innovation Playbook and discover how
to successfully unleash and develop your breakthrough moment. Olga
Kokshagina, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia Allen Alexander,
University of Exeter, UK
Schools of Thought - Rexford Brown 1993-08-10
As a result of his visits to classrooms across the nation, Brown has
compiled an engaging, thought-provoking collection of classroom
vignettes which show the ways in which national, state, and local school
politics translate into changed classroom practices. "Captures the
breadth, depth, and urgency of education reform".--Bill Clinton.
Blown to Bits - Hal Abelson 2019-11-28
Blown to Bits, Second Edition is the brilliant, plain-English guide to
digital technology, how it's changing the world, and what you need to
know to survive in tomorrow's digital world. A best-seller when it was
first published in 2010, the issues it addresses are more crucial than
ever. Now, its expert authors have thoroughly updated Blown to Bits to
demystify the social, political, and personal issues everyone is talking
about: from social media and big data to fake news, cyberattacks, and
privacy. Both authoritative and accessible, this guide doesn't just reveal
the workings of the technologies that are central to your life: it also
illuminates the policy decisions citizens need to make about these
technologies... because you can try to ignore them, but they won't ignore
you Blown to Bits, Second Edition answers questions like: Who owns all
that data about you? What (if anything) do they owe you? How private is
your medical information? Is it possible to send a truly secure message?
How close can you come? How do you figure out who to trust for
accurate news these days? What should you know about free speech on
the Internet? Who's watching you, what do they know about you, and
what can they do with that knowledge? Do you have to say goodbye
forever to privacy -- and even to your personal identity? How can you
protect yourself against out-of-control technologies -- and the powerful
organizations that wield them?
The History of "Punch" - Marion Harry Spielmann 1895

thousands—or even millions—of web pages at once. Ideal for
programmers, security professionals, and web administrators familiar
with Python, this book not only teaches basic web scraping mechanics,
but also delves into more advanced topics, such as analyzing raw data or
using scrapers for frontend website testing. Code samples are available
to help you understand the concepts in practice. Learn how to parse
complicated HTML pages Traverse multiple pages and sites Get a
general overview of APIs and how they work Learn several methods for
storing the data you scrape Download, read, and extract data from
documents Use tools and techniques to clean badly formatted data Read
and write natural languages Crawl through forms and logins Understand
how to scrape JavaScript Learn image processing and text recognition
How to Accelerate Your Internet - Rob Flickenger 2006-10-01
Management Information Systems - Kenneth C. Laudon 2004
Management Information Systems provides comprehensive and
integrative coverage of essential new technologies, information system
applications, and their impact on business models and managerial
decision-making in an exciting and interactive manner. The twelfth
edition focuses on the major changes that have been made in information
technology over the past two years, and includes new opening, closing,
and Interactive Session cases.
Producing Open Source Software - Karl Fogel 2005-10-07
The corporate market is now embracing free, "open source" software like
never before, as evidenced by the recent success of the technologies
underlying LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). Each is the result of
a publicly collaborative process among numerous developers who
volunteer their time and energy to create better software. The truth is,
however, that the overwhelming majority of free software projects fail.
To help you beat the odds, O'Reilly has put together Producing Open
Source Software, a guide that recommends tried and true steps to help
free software developers work together toward a common goal. Not just
for developers who are considering starting their own free software
project, this book will also help those who want to participate in the
process at any level. The book tackles this very complex topic by
distilling it down into easily understandable parts. Starting with the
basics of project management, it details specific tools used in free
software projects, including version control, IRC, bug tracking, and
Wikis. Author Karl Fogel, known for his work on CVS and Subversion,
offers practical advice on how to set up and use a range of tools in
combination with open mailing lists and archives. He also provides
several chapters on the essentials of recruiting and motivating
developers, as well as how to gain much-needed publicity for your
project. While managing a team of enthusiastic developers -- most of
whom you've never even met -- can be challenging, it can also be fun.
Producing Open Source Software takes this into account, too, as it
speaks of the sheer pleasure to be had from working with a motivated
team of free software developers.
Handbook of Stemmatology - Philipp Roelli 2020-09-07
Stemmatology studies aspects of textual criticism that use genealogical
methods to analyse a set of copies of a text whose autograph has been
lost. This handbook is the first to cover the entire field, encompassing
both theoretical and practical aspects of traditional as well as modern
digital methods and their history. As an art (ars), stemmatology’s main
goal is editing and thus presenting to the reader a historical text in the
most satisfactory way. As a more abstract discipline (scientia), it is
interested in the general principles of how texts change in the process of
being copied. Thirty eight experts from all of the fields involved have
joined forces to write this handbook, whose eight chapters cover material
aspects of text traditions, the genesis and methods of traditional
"Lachmannian" textual criticism and the objections raised against it, as
well as modern digital methods used in the field. The two concluding
chapters take a closer look at how this approach towards texts and
textual criticism has developed in some disciplines of textual scholarship
and compare methods used in other fields that deal with "descent with
modification". The handbook thus serves as an introduction to this
interdisciplinary field.
Architectural Research Methods - Linda N. Groat 2013-04-03
A practical guide to research for architects and designers—now updated
and expanded! From searching for the best glass to prevent glare to
determining how clients might react to the color choice for restaurant
walls, research is a crucial tool that architects must master in order to
effectively address the technical, aesthetic, and behavioral issues that
arise in their work. This book's unique coverage of research methods is
specifically targeted to help professional designers and researchers

Ethics for the Information Age - Michael Jay Quinn 2006
Widely praised for its balanced treatment of computer ethics, Ethics for
the Information Age offers a modern presentation of the moral
controversies surrounding information technology. Topics such as
privacy and intellectual property are explored through multiple ethical
theories, encouraging readers to think critically about these issues and
to make their own ethical decisions.
Setting Course - Craig Schultz 1994
Introduction to Information Retrieval - Christopher D. Manning
2008-07-07
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches classical and web
information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text
classification and text clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-todate treatment of all aspects of the design and implementation of
systems for gathering, indexing, and searching documents; methods for
evaluating systems; and an introduction to the use of machine learning
methods on text collections. All the important ideas are explained using
examples and figures, making it perfect for introductory courses in
information retrieval for advanced undergraduates and graduate
students in computer science. Based on feedback from extensive
classroom experience, the book has been carefully structured in order to
make teaching more natural and effective. Slides and additional
exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are also available through the
book's supporting website to help course instructors prepare their
lectures.
Blown to Bits - Harold Abelson 2008
'Blown to Bits' is about how the digital explosion is changing everything.
The text explains the technology, why it creates so many surprises and
why things often don't work the way we expect them to. It is also about
things the information explosion is destroying: old assumptions about
who is really in control of our lives.
Web Scraping with Python - Ryan Mitchell 2015-06-15
Learn web scraping and crawling techniques to access unlimited data
from any web source in any format. With this practical guide, you’ll learn
how to use Python scripts and web APIs to gather and process data from
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Free Software, Free Society - Richard Stallman 2002
Essay Collection covering the point where software, law and social
justice meet.
Open Source - Fadi P. Deek 2007-11-05
From the Internet's infrastructure to operating systems like GNU/Linux,
the open source movement comprises some of the greatest
accomplishments in computing over the past quarter century. Its story
embraces technological advances, unprecedented global collaboration,
and remarkable tools for facilitating distributed development. The
evolution of the Internet enabled an enormous expansion of open
development, allowing developers to exchange information and ideas
without regard to constraints of space, time, or national boundary. The
movement has had widespread impact on education and government, as
well as historic cultural and commercial repercussions. Part I discusses
key open source applications, platforms, and technologies used in open
development. Part II explores social issues ranging from demographics
and psychology to legal and economic matters. Part III discusses the
Free Software Foundation, open source in the public sector (government
and education), and future prospects.
Introduction to Ergonomics, Second Edition - Robert Bridger 2008-06-26
When faced with productivity problems in the workplace, engineers
might call for better machines, and management might call for bettertrained people, but ergonomists call for a better interface and better
interaction between the user and the machine. Introduction to
Ergonomics, 2nd Edition, provides a comprehensive introduction to
ergonomics as the study of the relationship between people and their
working environment. The author presents evidence from field trials,
studies and experiments that demonstrate the value of ergonomics in
making the workplace safer, more error resistant, and compatible with
users' characteristics and psychological and social needs. Evidence for
the effectiveness of each topic is incorporated throughout the book as
well, which helps practitioners to make the case for company investment
in ergonomics. In addition, the author outlines international standards
for ergonomics that influence engineering and design and pave the way
for a more precise form of practice. Extensively revised and updated, this
second edition explains the main areas of application, the science that
underpins these applications, and demonstrates the cost-effectiveness of
implementing the applications in a wide variety of work settings.

better conduct and understand research. Part I explores basic research
issues and concepts, and includes chapters on relating theory to method
and design to research. Part II gives a comprehensive treatment of
specific strategies for investigating built forms. In all, the book covers
seven types of research, including historical, qualitative, correlational,
experimental, simulation, logical argumentation, and case studies and
mixed methods. Features new to this edition include: Strategies for
investigation, practical examples, and resources for additional
information A look at current trends and innovations in research
Coverage of design studio–based research that shows how strategies
described in the book can be employed in real life A discussion of digital
media and online research New and updated examples of research
studies A new chapter on the relationship between design and research
Architectural Research Methods is an essential reference for
architecture students and researchers as well as architects, interior
designers, landscape architects, and building product manufacturers.
Implementation Research Toolkit - World Health Organization 2014
Implementation research is conducted within routine systems and real
life settings, removed from the controlled settings associated with other
types of scientific research. This toolkit was designed to help people
learn a standard process that would lead to results that could be
compared across regions and countries. It is designed to help identify
system bottlenecks and the stakeholders to be involved, formulate
appropriate research questions, conduct the research and develop a plan
for implementing the study results. Who can use this toolkit? Health care
service providers Program staff Researchers Decision-makers Finance
and administration officers Media Learn how to: Identify barriers to
implementation and formulate the research question Make your case for
funding Set up a study design and appropriate methodologies Plan the
project (budget, personnel, timelines, monitoring and evaluation) Collect,
analyze and present research information Develop a dissemination plan
Monitor and evaluate your research projectOver 200 researchers,
academics, disease control program managers, policy-makers, health
administrators, communication scientists and journalists contributed to
test and evaluate the toolkit. Major funding was provided by USAID, with
additional support from the Implementation Research Platform at the
World Health Organization.
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